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Foreword

The Opera is a modern, electronic PABX, designed to meet the requirements of the small
business user.

About this This guide describes the extension facilities and programming
guide features for our Opera.  You should become familiar with these facilities and

features in order to use your Opera to its maximum efficiency.

The guide is organised in two sections.  Each section has its own index.  Use
the index to see the procedures covered in the section for each facility/feature
and to locate the procedure you want.

Section 1 contains a full description of the extension facilities.  You are likely
to use most of the facilities on a daily basis.

Section 2 describes the system programming.  Although you will probably use
these features infrequently, you will need to know how to configure your
Opera.

You should read and understand the contents of this guide.  Keep this guide
in a safe place, so you will know how to reconfigure your Opera should your
requirements change.

Supplementary This guide is supplemented by an Extension User's Quick Reference
documents Guide and an Installation and Maintenance Guide.

A Quick Reference Guide is supplied for every extension and is a short
summary of Section 1 of this guide.  Keep your Quick Reference Guide handy
for immediate use.
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Symbols used The  following symbols are used throughout this guide.
in this guide

Lift handset

Replace handset

Dial an exchange line digit. (Exchange lines number 1 to 3 – your system may
have 1,2 or 3 exchange lines.

Dial your extension digit

Dial an extension digit (Extension numbers 1 to 8 – your system may have any
number of extensions between 1 and 8).

Dial an external number or service

Dial a digit – in this instance, the digit 0. Other values are 1 through to 9.

Dial an alternative digit – in this instance either the digit 0 or 1.

Continuation to or from another operational sequence, or a pause in the
sequence.

Press Recall

Internal Ring

External Ring

Recall

Your extension telephone is either a phone with a Recall button or a pulse phone without a
Recall button. Most operational sequences are common to both phone types, but where there
is a difference due to type, both sequences are given

About the The Opera system is an advanced local exchange or
Opera system PABX system for up to eight extension telephones (or apparatus) and three

exchange lines.  The Opera family includes:

Opera 206 - 2 exchange lines, 6 extensions
Opera 308 - 3 exchange lines, 8 extensions
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The system enables extensions to share the exchange lines in an ordered
and intelligent manner.  It has enhanced facilities often found only on much
larger PABXS.

Basic facilities include:

! Any extension can access the exchange lines and make a call.

! Any extension can call any other extension.

! Incoming calls ring all free assigned extensions, and can be picked up
at   any assigned extension.

! While engaged on an external call, an extension can put the call on hold
and make a private enquiry call to another extension. (It can then
transfer the external call to the other extension, or return to the external
call.)

Enhanced facilities include:

! Incoming and Outgoing Call Grouping.
 
! Day and Night Service Modes.

 
! Do Not Disturb.

 
! Call Forward (diversion)
 
! Callback (internal and external)

 
! Call Parking
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1.1 Internal Call
An internal call is a call between two extensions.  You  may call any other extension from your
extension

Making an To make an internal call, lift handset, listen for dial tone, dial
internal call extension digit and listen for ring tone.

When you hear ring tone after dialling, the called extension is ringing.  Ring
tone will stop when the called extension answers.

When you hear busy tone after dialling, the called extension is engaged -
replace your handset and try again later.  Alternatively, you may set a
callback on a busy extension (see 1. 13 - Internal Callback) or, if your call
is urgent, you may inform the busy extension you are waiting (see 1. 14 -
Extension Waiting).

When there is When you hear special dial tone after lifting your handset, an
an incoming  incoming call is ringing another extension You may pick up the incoming call

(see 1.7 - Call Pickup) or you may proceed with your own call.  To ignore the
incoming call and make an internal call, wait five seconds for dial tone, dial
extension digit and listen for ring tone.

Answering an To receive an internal call, lift handset when you hear internal
internal call ringing.
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1.2 External Call
An external call is a call between an extension and a subscriber on the public telephone network.  You may access
a trunk and dial on the public network.

Making an To make an external call, lift handset, listen for dial tone, dial '9', listen for
external call exchange dial tone, and dial the directory number or service you require.

When you hear busy tone after dialling '9', all exchange lines connected to
your Opera are busy. Replace your handset and try again later.

Alternatively, you may set a Callback on the busy line (see 1.12 - External
Callback) or, if your call is urgent, you may inform the extension using the
line that you are waiting (see 1. 14 - Extension Waiting)

When you hear exchange dial tone, your call is being progressed by the
public exchange.  Your dialling information is received by the exchange and
the tones you hear are generated by the exchange.  Please consult your
local directory for dialling and tone information.

If you cannot If you are unable to get exchange dial tone, your extension may not belong
dial out extension may not belong to an outgoing call group.  Alternatively, if you get

exchange dial tone but cannot dial national or international calls, your
extension may be restricted to making local calls on the public network.

In either case, check your system configuration as shown at the end of this
manual.

When there is When you hear special dial tone after lifting your handset, an incoming call is
an incoming ringing another extension. You may pick up the incoming call (see 1.7 - Call
call Pickup) or you may proceed with your own call, provided there is a free

exchange line.

To ignore the incoming call and make an external call, wait 5 seconds for dial
tone, dial '9', listen for exchange dial tone and dial the directory number or
service you require:
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Answering an       When you hear external ringing at your extension, an incoming call is
incoming call Waiting to be answered.  You may answer the call.

To answer an incoming call, lift handset when you hear external ringing.

When you hear external ringing at another extension, you may answer the
call using Call Pickup (see 1.7 Call Pickup).
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1.3 PABX Line Call
Your Opera may be connected to another PABX via a PABX line If so, you may access the line and call an
extension on the other PABX.

Making a To call an extension on another PABX, lift handset, listen for dial tone, dial
PABX line call ‘0’, listen for PABX dial tone and dial extension number or PABX facility.

When you hear busy tone after dialling '0',thePABX line connected to the
Opera is busy.  Replace your handset and try again later.

Alternatively, you may set a callback on the busy line (see 1.12 - External
Callback) or, if your call is urgent, you may inform the extension using the
busy line you are waiting (see 1. 14 - Extension Waiting).

Once you hear exchange dial tone, your call is being progressed by the
other PABX.  Your dialling information is received by the PABX and the
tones you hear are generated by the PABX.  You should consult the PABX
directory for dialling and tone information.
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1.4 Call Enquiry
You may make an enquiry call to another extension while holding an external call While the external call is on hold,
the caller cannot hear you.

Making an To hold an external call and make an enquiry call, press Recall to put the
enquiry call the call on hold, listen for dial tone, dial extension digit, listen for ring tone

and wait for an answer.

(If you have a pulse phone without Recall, just dial the extension digit, listen
for ring tone and wait for an answer.)

When you hear busy tone after pressing recall or dialling the extension digit,
the extension is engaged on another call.  You should conclude the enquiry
attempt and return to the call (see 1.6 - Call Return).

If the extension does not answer, you should conclude the enquiry attempt
and return to the external call (see 1.6 - Call Return).

What to do at At the end of the enquiry call, you may transfer the external call to the
the end of an extension (see 1. 5 - Call Transfer) or return to the external call (see 1.6
enquiry call - Call Return).
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1.5 Call Transfer
While you are engaged on an external call, you may transfer the call to another extension

Transferring To transfer a call to another extension, press Recall to put the call on hold,
a call listen for dial tone, dial extension digit, listen for ring tone.

(If you have a pulse phone without recall, just dial extension digit - this
automatically puts the call on hold - and listen for ring tone.)

When you hear ring tone, you have the option to make an attended or
unattended transfer.

To make an attended transfer, wait until the extension answers, announce the
call and replace your handset.

To make an unattended transfer, replace your handset - the call will continue
to ring the other extension. (A transferred call will ring the extension for 30
seconds, then ring the originating extension for 15 seconds and finally ring
extension 1 for 3 minutes and, if still not answered, will be cleared down.)

Once you replace your handset, the call is transferred - you are no longer part
of the call and are free to make another call or receive calls.

Camp on busy If you hear busy tone after dialling the extension digit, the extension is
engaged.  You may return to the external call (see 1.6 - Call Return) or camp
the call on the busy extension.

To camp the call, replace your handset - the call will ring the extension when
it becomes free.
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1.6 Call Return
Once you have made an enquiry call to an extension, you may return to the external call.

When to use You may return to the external call at any time during an enquiry call.  The
Call Return during an enquiry call.  The called extension may be answered (you are

talking), or engaged (you are hearing busy tone), or not answered (you are
hearing ring tone).

Returning to an To return to a trunk call, dial '9'.
external call

To return to a PABX line call, dial 'O'

When you return to the external call, you may talk to the caller again.

You may make any number of enquiry calls during an external call,
provided you return to the external call after each enquiry.
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1.7 Call Pickup
You may answer an incoming call that is not ringing your extension using Call Pickup.

Answering an To answer an incoming call when you hear external ringing on another
incoming call extension, lift handset, listen for special dial tone, and dial '9'.  You will be

connected to the incoming call.

Making a call When you hear special dial tone after lifting your handset, you know an
when there is external call is ringing another extension.  You have the option to answer
an incoming the external call or to proceed with your own call.
call

To proceed with your own call after hearing special dial tone, wait 5 seconds,
listen for dial tone and then go ahead with your call.
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1.8 Call Parking
External calls may be parked to allow you to engage in another external call.  You may pick up a parked
call  or toggle between parked calls.

How to park an Your external call becomes parked when you either pick up an incoming
external call call (see this section) or start another external call (see 1.9 - Call Brokering).

Picking up an To pick up an incoming call while on an external call, press recall, listen for
incoming call dial tone and dial '9'- your call will become parked and you will be connected

to the incoming call.

   (If you have a pulse phone without Recall, just dial '9'.)

Toggling If you are on an external call and have another call parked, you may toggle
between between the calls.
parked calls.

To toggle between parked calls, press recall, listen for dial tone and dial '9' -
you will be connected to the parked call and the other call will become
parked.

(If you have a pulse phone without recall, just dial '9'.)

Picking up a A parked call can be picked up from the cleardown position by the extension
parked call that parked the call.

To pick up a parked call, lift handset, listen for dial tone and dial '9' - you will
be connected to the call.
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1.9 Call Broking
Call broking allows an extension on an external call to park the call and make another external call

Making a To park an external call and make another external call, press recall, listen
broker call for dial tone, dial your extension number, listen for dial tone and make the

external call.

If you have a pulse phone without recall, just dial your extension number,
listen for dial tone and make the external call.

You may also park an external call and make a PABX line call - dial 'O' in
place of '9' in the above sequence to get a PABX line.

Handling brokerWhen the new call is established (i.e. 15 seconds after the last digit dialled)
calls you may toggle between the external calls (see 1.8 - Call parking)

You can clear down from a broker call and leave a call parked.  You may later
pick up the parked call (see 1.8 - Call Parking).

If a call is parked longer than 3 minutes, it will try to ring the extension that
parked it for 30 seconds, after which it will ring extension 1.
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1.10 Call Forward
Call Forward diverts all your calls to another designated extension.

Setting Call To set Call Forward, lift handset, wait for dial tone, dial your extension digit,
Forward listen for special dial tone, dial the extension digit of the extension you want

your calls diverted to, listen for dial tone and replace handset.

Once Call Forward is set, all calls that usually ring your extension will ring the
designated extension.

You should always ensure the designated extension is able to accept your
incoming calls.

Checking if You may check if Call Forward (or Do Not Disturb) is set by lifting your
Call Forward handset and listening to the tone.  If you hear diverted dial tone, Call
is set Forward (or Do Not Disturb) is set.

Clearing Call To clear Call Forward at your extension, lift handset, listen for diverted dial
Forward tone, dial your extension digit, listen for special dial tone, dial your extension

digit again, listen for dial tone and replace handset.

You may clear Call Forward only from your extension
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1.11 Do Not Disturb
Do Not Disturb prevents incoming calls ringing your extension but allows calls from other extensions to ring.

Setting Do Not To set Do Not Disturb, lift handset, listen for dial tone, dial your extension
Disturb digit, listen for special dial tone, dial '0', listen for dial tone and replace

handset.

Whilst Do Not Disturb is set, incoming calls will continue to ring other
extensions in the incoming call group.  You cannot set Do Not Disturb if you
are the last remaining extension answering calls in the incoming call group.

Checking if You may cheek if Do Not Disturb (or Call Forward) is set by lifting your
Do Not Disturb handset and listening to the tone.  If you hear diverted dial tone, Do Not
is set Disturb (or Call Forward) is set.

Clearing Do Not To clear Do Not Disturb at your extension, lift handset, listen for diverted
Disturb dial tone, dial your extension digit, listen for special dial tone, dial your

extension digit again, listen for dial tone and replace handset.

You may clear Do Not Disturb only from your extension

Day/Night service Setting Do Not Disturb at extension 1 activates night service.  During night
service.  During night service, incoming calls are answered by the night ring
group. (If a call is not answered within 48 seconds, the night ring group is
extended to include the day ring group.) Clearing Do Not Disturb at extension
1 restores day service.
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1.12 External Callback
You may set a Call back on a busy exchange line.  Your extension will ring when the line becomes free

When to set If you have difficulty accessing an exchange line during busy periods, you
External may arrange for the system to automatically ring you back when an exchange
Callback line becomes free by setting a Callback on the exchange line.

Setting To set a Callback on a trunk line after dialling '9' and hearing busy tone, dial
External '9' again, listen for dial tone and replace handset.
Callback

To set a Callback on a PABX line after dialling '0' and hearing busy tone, dial
'0' again, listen for dial tone and replace handset.

When the When both your extension and the line are free, your extension will ring.
Callback When it rings, lift handset, listen for exchange dial tone and dial the directory
matures number or service you require.

When you answer the Callback, you are connected automatically to the line.
You may immediately dial the directory number or service you require.
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1.13 Internal Callback
You may set a Callback on a busy extension, Your extension will ring when the busy extension becomes free.

When to set If you have difficulty calling another extension, you may arrange for the
Internal system to automatically ring you back when the extension becomes free by
Callback setting a Callback on the extension.

Setting To set a Callback on an extension after hearing busy tone, dial extension
Internal digit, listen for dial tone and replace handset.
Callback

When the When both your extension and the extension upon which you set the
Callback Callback are free, your extension will ring.  When your extension rings, lift
matures handset, listen for ring tone and wait for answer.

When you answer the Callback, the other extension will automatically ring.
There is no need to dial the extension digit again.
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1.14 Extension Waiting
You may sound alert tone at another extension in order to inform them you are waiting to call
them or waiting to use the exchange line they are using.

When to sound You should use Extension Waiting when you need to make an urgent call
alert tone (e.g.: a call to the Emergency Services) but the line you want is busy.

You must set Internal or External Callback before sounding alert tone.

Remember that alert tone may be distracting for some users.  Remember
also, in the case of an external call, that both call parties hear the tone.  You
should, therefore, use Extension Waiting with discretion and only for urgent
calls.

Sounding To sound alert tone after setting Callback, listen for dial tone, dial extension
alert tone digit again, listen for alert tone and replace handset.

After sounding alert tone, the Callback will mature in the normal way.

When you hear When you are engaged in an internal or external call and hear alert tone,
alert tone another extension user urgently wants to call you, or wants to use the

exchange line.  You should finish your call as quickly as possible.
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1.15 Room Monitoring
You may set up your extension as a Babyphone.  You may then call your extension and listen
to any sounds the Baby phone may pick up.

Setting up your To set up a Babyphone, lift handset, listen for dial tone, dial your tone,
extension as a dial your extension digit, listen for special dial tone and wait until tone stops.
Babyphone Do not replace your handset.

Once your extension is set up as a Babyphone, you may call your extension
from any other extension.  Your extension will continue to be a Babyphone
until your extension handset is replaced.

Listening to a To listen to a Babyphone, lift handset, listen for dial tone, dial the
Babyphone Babyphone digit and listen.
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1.16 Forward Recall
If an extension is on an external call, it is possible to send a recall down the line (This may be
necessary if the Opera has a line connected to another PABX)

Sending a recallWhen engaged on an external call, you can send a recall to the external
exchange (for example - a parent PABX).

To send a recall, press recall, listen for dial tone, dial '0' and listen for
exchange dial tone.

If you have a pulse phone without recall, just dial '0' and listen for exchange
dial tone.

When you hear exchange dial tone, the recall has been registered at the
exchange and you may access the facilities of the exchange.
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2.1 About System Programming
Using System Programming, you may set up the Opera to your special requirements and
ensure that it is working to maximum efficiency for you.

Data entry Your Opera has a memory which holds configuration data, specific to your
installation System Programming is the entry of that data into memory.

Data is entered into memory using a standard telephone - either a tone or
pulse phone.  It is subsequently accessed by the stored programs which
control the Opera.  The memory is protected against power fail - the data
will be retained should the mains supply fail.

Default When your Opera is first installed, the memory contains default settings
configuration (see Appendix B 1).  During programming, these settings are changed.

You should record the new settings so they are not forgotten.

A table is provided at the end of this manual for this purpose (see
Appendix B2).  The record is especially important should you wish to
update the settings at any time.

What you can You may use System Programming to:
change

! specify which phones are rung by incoming calls
! define a different day and night service operation
! specify the exchange lines used for outgoing calls
! stop extensions dialling out
! restrict extensions to making only local calls
! define the exchange lines connected to the Opera
! allocate exchange lines to specific extensions
! set data protection on specific extensions
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2.2 Program Mode
In order to configure your Opera, you must first enter program mode.  You may enter program
mode only at extension 1.

Entering To enter program mode (at extension 1), lift handset, listen for dial tone, dial
program mode '19999' and listen for dial tone.

While you are in When extension 1 is in program mode, you may enter all the programming
program mode commands as described in the remainder of this section.  Extension 1 will

remain in program mode until the handset is replaced.

After you enter a programming command, you should hear dial tone which
means the Opera has accepted the command.  If you hear busy tone after
entering a command, the Opera was unable to accept the command.  You
may enter a further command after hearing dial tone or busy tone.

You may not use extension 1 as a normal phone whilst it is in program
mode.

Leaving When you have completed all your programming commands, you must
program mode leave program mode.

To leave program mode, replace handset whilst you are listening to dial tone
or busy tone.

When you leave program mode, extension 1 becomes a normal phone again.
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2.3 Line Definition
Line Definition is the identification of line type and signalling used on the exchange lines
connected to your Opera.

Line types and You must define each exchange line by identifying the line type (trunk or
signalling PABX) and the signalling (LD - loop-disconnect or MF - multifrequency).

An exchange line connected to the public network is a trunk line.  An
exchange line connected to another PABX is a PABX line.  MF lines operate
with tone phones, LD lines operate with pulse phones.

Defining line To define line type*, dial '8', dial exchange line digit, dial '0' for trunk or  '1'
type for PABX and listen for dial tone.

Defining line          To define line signalling*, dial '9', dial exchange line digit, dial 'O' for LD or
signalling '1' for MF and listen for dial tone.

* Make sure you are in program mode before entering the command (see 2.2 - Program mode).
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2.4 Day Ring Grouping
Day Ring Grouping determines which extensions will be rung by an incoming call on an
exchange line while the Opera is in day service.

When to create You can create a day ring group for every exchange line.  You may assign
a day ring group up to 4 different extensions to each line.  When you assign more than one

extension to an exchange line, an incoming call will ring those extensions until
answered.

If you employ a receptionist, you should assign the reception - extension to all
telephony lines - incoming calls will be handled by the receptionist.  If you
have a fax machine, the fax extension must be assigned to the fax line.

Creating a To create a day ring group*, dial '5', dial exchange line digit, dial extension
day ring group digit and listen for dial tone.

Repeat the command for the remaining extensions up to the maximum of four
extensions per group. (When you first enter the command, you override the
existing day ring group for the specified exchange line.)

Cancelling a To clear a day ring group*, dial '5', dial exchange line number, dial '0' and
day ring group and listen for dial tone.

When you cancel a day ring group, you reset the group to its default
membership (see Appendix B 1)

Make sure you are in program mode before entering the command (see 2.2 -
Program mode).
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2.5 Night Ring Grouping
Night Ring Grouping determines which extensions will be rung by incoming calls on a
designated exchange line when the Opera is in night service

When to create a You can create a night ring group for every exchange line.  You may
assign

night ring groupup to 4 different extensions to each line.  When you assign more than one
extension to an exchange line, an incoming call will ring those extensions
until answered.

If you use an answering machine, you may wish to direct all night calls to the
machine.  Where an exchange line is used for fax transmission, the night
ring group and day ring group for that line should contain the same single
extension

Creating a To create a night ring group*, dial '4', dial exchange line number, dial
night ring group line number, dial extension digit and listen for dial tone.

Repeat the command for the remaining extensions up to the maximum of
four per group. (When you first enter the command, you override the
existing night ring group for the specified exchange line.)

Cancelling a To cancel a night ring group*, dial'4', dial exchange line number, dial '0'

night ring group and listen for dial tone.

When you cancel a night ring group, you reset the group to its default
membership (see Appendix Bl).

* Make sure you are in program mode before entering the command (see 2.2 -
Program mode).
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2.6 Outgoing Call Grouping
Outgoing Call Grouping determines which extensions are permitted access to exchange lines.

When to create Each exchange line has an outgoing call group.  To make outgoing calls on
an outgoing a specific exchange line, an extension must be a member of the outgoing
call group call group for that line.

You should create an outgoing call group when you want to restrict access to
an exchange line.  For example, you may restrict certain extensions from
making outgoing calls, or reserve a line for your fax machine, or allocate a
line just for incoming calls.

It is possible to have an empty outgoing call group.  This means no
extensions can make outgoing calls on the exchange line - i.e. the line is
reserved for incoming calls only.  There is a special command for clearing the
group.

Creating an To create an outgoing call group*, dial '6', dial exchange line digit, dial
outgoing call extension digit and listen for dial tone.
group

Repeat the command for the remaining extensions up to the maximum of
eight extensions per group.

When you first enter the command, you override the existing outgoing call
group for the exchange line.

Cancelling an To cancel an outgoing call group*, dial '6', dial exchange line digit, dial '0'
outgoing call and listen for dial tone.
group

When you cancel the current outgoing call group, you reset the group to its
default membership (see Appendix Bl - Default configuration).

Clearing an To clear the current outgoing call group*, dial 6, dial exchange line digit,
outgoing call '9' and listen for dial tone.
group

When you clear the current outgoing call group, you create a group with no
members.  You may clear the default outgoing call group or a group you have
already created.

* Make sure you are in program mode before entering the command (see 2.2 - Program mode).
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2.7 Call Barring
Call Barring prohibits extensions allowed to access the exchange lines from making long
distance calls.

When to set You may set Call Barring for any extension.  When set, the extension cannot
Call Barring dial numbers beginning with '0', thus prohibiting long distance and

international calls.  You must set Call Barring individually for each extension.

Setting To set Call Barring*, dial '7', dial extension digit and listen for dial tone.
Call Barring

Clearing To clear Call Barring*, dial '7', dial '0' and listen for dial tone.
Call Barring

                                When you clear Call Barring, you clear restrictions for all extensions.

Call Barring You may allow global exceptions to Call Barring.  A maximum of eight
Exceptions exceptions are allowed and each number may be up to four digits long.

To define an exception number*, dial'3' and listen for dial tone.

When you hear dial tone, the system is ready to accept the following digit
sequences:

‘0’ Clear all exceptions
‘1n’ Enter the one digit exception number n
‘2nn’ Enter the two digit exception number nn
‘3nnn’ Enter the three digit exception number nnn
‘4nnnn’ Enter the four digit exception number nnnn
‘5’ Return to programming mode

(n represents any digit from 0 to 9 inclusive.)
All sequences (except '5') leave the system ready to accept a further sequence.  Hearing dial
tone after the sequence indicates successful completion, busy tone indicates an error.
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For example, (with Call Barring set) to allow calls to all numbers beginning 081, dial'3'followed
by'081'.

When the maximum eight numbers are entered, they must be cleared before any more can be
entered.  Individual numbers cannot be cleared.  To delete one or more numbers, all numbers
must be cleared and the remaining numbers re-entered.

The system returns to programming mode after entry of '5' and is ready to accept another
programming command.

* Make sure you are in program mode before entering the command (see 2.2 - Program mode).
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2.8 Data Protection
Data Protection inhibits alert tones being applied to an extension and thus corrupting data
transmission to (or from) that extension.

When to set You must set Data Protection on any extension that is being used for data
Data Protection transmission - for example an extension that has a FAX machine connected.

Setting Data To set Data Protection on an extension*, dial'2', dial the extension digit, and
Protection listen for dial tone.

Clearing Data To clear Data Protection on all extensions*, dial '2', dial '0' and listen for dial
Protection tone.

It is not possible to clear Data Protection on an individual extension.

* Make sure you are in program mode before entering the command (see 2.2 - Program mode).
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Appendix A
Progress Tones and Ringing Cadences

Progress tones indicate the status of your call or facility   request.  There are different ringing
cadences for internal and external calls.

Progress tones
Tone                                seconds

     on       off          on     off

   Dial tone                             continuous
Special dial tone 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
Diverted dial tone 2.5 0.1 2.5 0.1
Ring tone 1 4 1 4
Busy tone 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5
Alert tone 0.2 2.5 0.2 2.5
Hold tone 0.1 0.05 0.1 2

What the
tones mean                      

Dial Tone The system expects a dialling sequence.

Special dial tone A facility is active and the system expects a
dialling sequence.

Diverted dial tone Do not disturb or Call Forward is set

Ring tone The called extension is ringing

Busy tone The called extension is busy or unobtainable,
or the requested facility is illegal

Alert tone Another user is waiting to use the line

Hold tone The call is on hold (heard only by external
subscriber).

Ringing
Cadences                                  Ringing                             seconds

on off on off

Internal 1 4 1 4
External 0.33 0.33 0.33 4
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Appendix B I
Default Configuration

These are the configuration settings when your Opera is first installed

Extension
settings

EXTENSIONS: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Day ring group

Exchange line 1
Exchange line 2
Exchange line 3

""""
""""
""""

""""
""""
""""

""""
""""
""""

""""
""""
""""

-
-
-

-
-
-

-
-
-

-
-
-

Night ring group

Exchange line 1
Exchange line 2
Exchange line 3

""""
""""
""""

""""
""""
""""

""""
""""
""""

""""
""""
""""

-
-
-

-
-
-

-
-
-

-
-
-

Outgoing call group

Exchange line 1
Exchange line 2
Exchange line 3

""""
""""
""""

""""
""""
""""

""""
""""
""""

""""
""""
""""

""""
""""
""""

""""
""""
""""

""""
""""
""""

""""
""""
""""

Extension barring
Data protection

-
-

-
-

-
-

-
-

-
-

-
-

-
-

-
-

                                                                
Exchange line
settings

Exchange Line: 1 2 3
PABX line - - -
Trunk line """" """" """"
MF signalling """" """" """"
LD signalling - - -
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Appendix B II
User Configuration

Use this Page to record the configuration of your Opera, Make sure you update the record
when you change the settings.
Extension
settings

EXTENSIONS: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Day ring group

Exchange line 1
Exchange line 2
Exchange line 3
Night ring group

Exchange line 1
Exchange line 2
Exchange line 3
Outgoing call group

Exchange line 1
Exchange line 2
Exchange line 3
Extension barring
Data protection

Exchange line
settings

Exchange Line: 1 2 3
PABX line
Trunk line
MF signalling
LD signalling
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Appendix B III
Configuration Printout

A hard copy of your Opera configuration (extension and exchange line settings) and exception
numbers can be obtained if your Opera has a printer connected

Before requesting Before requesting a printout, make sure the printer is switched on and is
a printout 'on-line'.  Printouts can only be requested from extension 1. It is not

necessary to enter programming mode to request a printout.

Printing the To obtain a printout of the extension and exchange line settings, lift
extension and handset, listen for dial tone, dial'19998' and listen for dial tone.
exchange line
settings

Printing the To obtain a printout of the exception numbers, lift handset, listen for dial
exception tone, dial '19997' and listen for dial tone.
numbers

After requestingWhen you hear dial tone, the Opera has accepted your printout request.
a printout. This does not necessarily indicate there is a printout.  If a printout does not

subsequently appear, cheek the printer operation - do not repeatedly re-enter
the printer command without ascertaining why the printer is not functioning.


